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• 30+ years in the software development industry

• Co-founder of ReleaseTEAM, Inc.

• U.S. Army Veteran

• Author of DevOps Overture

https://www.linkedin.com/company/ReleaseTeam

https://www.facebook.com/ReleaseTeamInc

https://twitter.com/ReleaseTeam



Who is ReleaseTEAM?
• DevOps Specialists:  legacy & modern technologies

• Full project or staff augmentation/mentoring

• Software Reseller – consolidate your vendors

• Resources with security clearances available

• Technical expertise in all our partnered solutions 

• Trusted Technology Partner since 1999
– Large (Fortune500) and small-midsize companies
– Government, Defense, and State/Local organizations
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Happy Clients
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They’ve been awesome to work with. I’ve been in the business for 30-plus years; this 
is by far the best relationship I’ve had with a vendor. 

- Tom Brennan   Rosemount, Inc.

ReleaseTEAM is very responsive…They make my job easier.

- Chris O’Brien   UTC Aerospace Systems

By working with ReleaseTEAM, we get…one-on-one attention that we wouldn’t 
receive otherwise. They are very responsive and I don’t have to wait for answers. 

- Linda Speers   West Company

Client Endorsements



It Started With Questions…

• My company is moving to a DevOps model, what does that 
mean?

• What will it change?

• How do I stay relevant?

• Will I be out of a job?
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No Quick Answers

So I wrote the book…

• It depends
– Moving to DevOps could mean many things

• Self-improvement
– Don’t wait for your boss to offer training

• It depends on you
– There are many paths to take to find a home in a DevOps 

environment
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Some DevOps Framing
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• There is no single definition of DevOps.
– People, Process and Tools are common among most definitions

• It’s all about being competitive.
– This means different things to every industry and company

• Doing “all the things” for DevOps = Success 
– Customize them to make sense for your goals



DevOps Keys
• Have a DevOps plan

– Understand your key 
business objectives

– Define your success criteria

• Avoid us vs. them
– Break down silos

• Create a safe and Constructive 
work environment
– Constrain cowboys
– Don’t be the jerk 
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Planning DevOps

Start with your goals
– Understand your key business objectives

• What are you trying to solve? 
– Quicker time to market
– Improving MTTR
– Everything?

– Define your success criteria
• How do we know we’ve succeeded?

– Iterate
• Having a plan with a success criteria doesn’t mean you are 

finished.  As the plan goes into action, get feedback and 
improve
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Us vs. Them

Having teams in conflict with each other is a waste of 
productivity.  It’s not just Dev vs. Ops, it’s CM vs. Dev, Security vs. 
Ops, and any other combination that software development 
projects tend to produce.

• Form self-sufficient teams
• Break down silos
• Avoid unnecessary requirements and handoffs
• Limit or consolidate Boards
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A Safe and Constructive
Work Environment

Create an environment 
employees want to work in.  This 
leads to more productivity, higher 
quality and lower turnover.

• Don’t be the jerk
• Practice “No Blame”
• Allow experimentation
• It’s not about furniture 

arrangements
• Remember to not be the 

Jerk
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Summary

• Have a plan, expect to revise and improve

• Break down silos

• Safe and Constructive Work Environment
(Don’t be the jerk)
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ReleaseTEAM is a GitLab partner.

• Professional Services and Reseller
• Resources with security clearances available
• Specializing in Government, Defense, and State/Local 

organizations
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Thank You
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